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Abstract. A conventional three-dimensional/four-dimensional (3D/4D) digital subtraction angiogram (DSA)
requires two rotational acquisitions (mask and fill) to compute the log-subtracted projections that are used to
reconstruct a 3D/4D volume. Since all of the vascular information is contained in the fill acquisition, it is hypoth-
esized that it is possible to reduce the x-ray dose of the mask acquisition substantially and still obtain subtracted
projections adequate to reconstruct a 3D/4D volume with noise level comparable to a full-dose acquisition. A full-
dose mask and fill acquisition were acquired from a clinical study to provide a known full-dose reference
reconstruction. Gaussian noise was added to the mask acquisition to simulate a mask acquisition acquired
at 10% relative dose. Noise in the low-dose mask projections was reduced with a weighted edge preserving
filter designed to preserve bony edges while suppressing noise. Two-dimensional (2D) log-subtracted projec-
tions were computed from the filtered low-dose mask and full-dose fill projections, and then 3D/4D-DSA
reconstruction algorithms were applied. Additional bilateral filtering was applied to the 3D volumes. The sig-
nal-to-noise ratio measured in the filtered 3D/4D-DSA volumes was compared to the full-dose case. The average
ratio of filtered low-dose SNR to full-dose SNR was 0.856 for the 3D-DSA and 0.849 for the 4D-DSA, indicating
that the method is a feasible approach to restoring SNR in DSA scans acquired with a low-dose mask. The
method was also tested in a phantom study with full-dose fill and 22%-dose mask. © The Authors. Published by
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1 Introduction
Conventional three-dimensional (3D) digital subtraction angio-
gram (3D-DSA) uses noncontrast (mask) and contrast-enhanced
(fill) rotational acquisitions obtained separately and acquired at
equal dose. Recently, a four-dimensional (4D)-DSA algorithm
that uses the same data to generate a time series of image vol-
umes, by backprojecting information from each two-dimen-
sional (2D) projection into a constraining volume generated
by thresholding the 3D-DSA, was developed.1 The purpose
of this work is to investigate the feasibility of using a signifi-
cantly reduced radiation dose for the mask run that is part of
both 3D and 4D DSA studies. Patients would substantially ben-
efit from less radiation exposure if image quality and noise
characteristics of the 3D/4D volumes reconstructed from a
reduced-dose mask acquisition and full-dose fill acquisition
can be demonstrated to be equivalent to 3D/4D DSAs recon-
structed from full-dose mask and fill acquisitions. To reduce
the noise that would normally accompany a reduced-dose
mask acquisition, we investigated an edge-preserving image fil-
tration procedure that selectively applies a bilateral filter. A
clinical study with simulated low-dose mask data was used
to explore the noise reduction performance for different

filtration parameters. The algorithm was then tested in a phan-
tom study with actual mask-dose reduction.

2 Algorithm

2.1 Two-Dimensional Mask Filtration

In the proposed method, the mask images are acquired at some
fraction (e.g., 1∕10) of the full-dose fill images and then filtered.
Since the mask images contain no contrast-enhanced vascular
information, the purpose of mask filtering is to remove as much
noise as possible while preserving the edges of bone or other
dense materials that appear in both mask and fill projections.
The edges of these features must be preserved with high fidelity
to ensure that residual dense material edge artifacts do not appear
in the logged subtraction images. It is important that the 2DDSAs
have low noise because they are used to reconstruct a 3D volume,
and they are also used to encode temporal information into 4D
time frames. A potential candidate filter is the bilateral filter,
which combines a Gaussian spatial filter with a Gaussian gray-
scale range kernel.2 This filter is easy to implement; however, in
our experience, the edge preservation is not perfect, leading to
subtraction artifacts at the edges of objects with high radiopacity
(bone, medical devices, and liquid embolic agent).

Figure 1 shows the 2D DSA projections that result for several
potential mask filtration methods. The full-dose unfiltered case
is shown in Fig. 1(a) for comparison. Simple spatial domain
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low-pass filtration is insufficient due to blurring at the edges of
bone and other dense materials [Fig. 1(b)]. Subtraction artifacts
are visible on the edge of the skull and at the liquid embolic
agent (arrows). More advanced bilateral filtration of the mask
image still produces edge artifacts in the 2D DSA [Fig. 1(c)].
The bilateral filtering parameters (spatial σxy and range σI kernel
widths) were chosen by searching a parameter space, which
yielded the minimum root mean squared deviation (RMSD)
between the full-dose 2D DSA and filtered low-dose 2D DSA.
The result of the proposed weighted edge preserving (WEP) fil-
ter, described below, is shown in Fig. 1(d).

To address the subtraction artifact problem shown in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c), the WEP filter was formulated. TheWEP filter consists
of a bilateral filter modulated by the smoothed output of a Canny
edge detection filter.3 First, a bilateral filter is applied to the origi-
nal mask image IIN, and then the Canny edge detection algorithm
is applied to that bilateral filtered image [see Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;459IBF ¼ Bilateral FilterðIIN; σxy; σIÞ; (1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;443IEdge ¼ cannyðIBFÞ: (2)

The canny output is used to identify edges in the mask that should
be preserved. Next, the Canny edges are widened using a mor-
phologic dilation operation in two stages. The first stage uses a
disk-shaped structuring element three times the Gaussian spatial
filter width (σxy). This is done to make the preserved edge region
wider than the bilateral spatial Gaussian kernel width. Because
the result of the canny edge detection and the initial dilation
of the canny edges are binary in nature, and a smooth transition
between unfiltered and filtered regions is desired, a subsequent
blurring boxcar kernel is applied to smooth the edges of the
binary image. To account for this future blurring step, a second
dilation stage is applied using a disk-shaped structuring element
three times the width of the boxcar kernel KW

Fig. 1 Regions of interest (ROIs) of a 2D DSA—arrows indicate regions where blurring of bone/dense
material edges in the mask can cause residual edges in the subtraction image (contrast/brightness
adjusted for edge artifact illustration). (a) 100%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill projection, (b) low-
pass filtered 10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill projection, (c) bilateral-filtered 10%-dose mask and
100%-dose fill projection, and (d) WEP-filtered 10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill projections.

Fig. 2 WEP filtration stages: (a) input image w/noise I IN, (b) bilateral-filtered input IBF, (c) IEdge is the
Canny edges of IBF, (d) spatial Gaussian dilation IEdgeDilate, (e) dilation by smoothing filter IEdgeMask,
(f) weighting image IEdgeWeight, (g) bilateral-filtered part of the WEP composite, and (h) input image
edge weighted part of the WEP composite. G and H are added to create IWEP.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;752IEdgeDilate ¼ dilateðIEdge; 3 × σxyÞ; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;736IEdgeMask ¼ dilate½IEdgeDilate; 3 × widthðKWÞ�: (4)

An example result of these two dilation stages is shown in
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e). The resulting binary edge mask is smoothed
by convolution with a boxcar kernel to create an edge weighting
image with continuous values ranging from 0 to 1

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;672IEdgeWeight ¼ IEdgeMask ⊗ KW: (5)

Finally, the weighting image value at each pixel position is
used to compute a weighted composite of the original image
pixels and the bilateral-filtered image pixels

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;615IWEP ¼ ð1 − IEdgeWeightÞ × IBF þ IEdgeWeight × IIN: (6)

The two components of the WEP-filtered image are demon-
strated in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). The weighting used in Eq. (6)
provides a new mechanism for high-contrast edges and their
immediate surroundings to bypass filtration. Although noise is
not reduced at these specific locations, this tradeoff may be
acceptable when avoidance of subtraction artifacts is important.
Figure 3(a) shows the mesh plot of input image [(a) a mesh plot
of the noisy input image and (b) the WEP-filtered output], show-
ing preservation of the edge regions and noise reduction in the
nonedge regions.

This filter was implemented in MATLAB™ R2014b using
the default canny and imdilate functions. A bilateral filter imple-
mentation by Lanman4 was downloaded fromMATLAB Central
and modified to leverage the MATLAB Parallel Toolbox to
speed execution. This implementation uses the method outlined
by Tomasi and Manduchi.5 There are two adjustable parameters
associated with the 2D bilateral filter: the Gaussian spatial filter

width σxy and the Gaussian range filter width σI . In this work,
KW was a three pixel wide boxcar kernel.

2.2 Three-Dimensional Digital Subtraction
Angiogram Reconstruction and Filtration

Following log-subtraction of the filtered low-dose mask and full-
dose fill projections, 3D DSAs were generated using an FDK
cone beam reconstruction algorithm.6 The image volume had
512 × 512 × 396 voxels with 0.278 mm isotropic voxels size.
The 3D DSA is both a clinical endpoint and an intermediate
step in 4D DSA reconstruction. In this paper, we focused on
its role in 4D DSA, where the 3D DSA is thresholded to generate
a “constraining volume,” which defines the positions of vessels
(Sec. 2.3). In this regard, it is essential to have a 3D DSA that has
been properly thresholded, so background noise does not persist
in the constraining volume. Therefore, techniques that reduce 3D
DSA background noise without disturbing vessel signal are desir-
able. Under the assumption that the 2D filtering described in
Sec. 2.1 would prevent the appearance of bone edge artifacts
in the 3D DSA reconstructions, it was hypothesized that an
edge-preserving filter would enable noise reduction in the 3D
DSA. Therefore, a 3D bilateral filter was applied to the 3D
DSA reconstructions. The evaluated 3D bilateral filter parameters
ranged from spatial Gaussian σxyz ¼ 1 to 5 voxels and value
Gaussian σI ¼ 0.006% to 10.01%. This is an approach for gen-
erating constraining images for 4D-DSA reconstructions.

2.3 Four-Dimensional Digital Subtraction Angiogram
Reconstruction

4D DSA is a time resolved volumetric dataset generated from
a conventional 3D DSA acquisition consisting of a mask rotation

Fig. 3 (a) Mesh plot of input image [Fig. 2(a)] showing noise texture on the edges and surfaces and
(b) mesh plot of WEP filter output [Fig. 2(h)] showing smoothed surfaces outside of the edge regions.
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followed by a fill rotation. In 4D DSA reconstruction, first a
thresholded 3D DSA volume is reconstructed to define
the locations of contrast-enhanced vessels. Then, the temporal
information contained in the 2D subtracted projections is
backprojected, frame-by-frame, using the thresholded 3D
reconstruction to constrain the backprojected information to
the vessel locations.1 Specifically, 4D DSA time frames were
reconstructed by the following procedure: (i) an initial 3D
DSAwas converted to a “constraining volume” through applica-
tion of a dynamic threshold, equal to 3.75 standard deviations
above the background noise in a sliding window of slices.
This is done to sparsify the 3D and remove background noise
in the volume, which can cause artifacts in the subsequent back-
projection of 2D temporal information. (ii) Each 2D DSA time
frame (projection) was normalized by dividing the measured
time frame by a forward projection through the constraining vol-
ume at the same angle, after filtering both by a blurring kernel.
(iii) For each time frame, a weighting volume was computed by
backprojecting the normalized 2D time frame across the
reconstruction volume. The weighting volume represents a multi-
plicative correction to the intensities in the 3D constraining vol-
ume. (iv) The final time frame volume (4D DSA) was generated
by multiplying the weighting volume by the constraining volume.

The threshold level used in 4D DSA reconstruction is
designed to suppress background noise while preserving the
vascular structures.7 If background voxels are not set to zero
in the 3D constraining volume, backprojected vessel intensity
information can appear at nonvessel voxels. In this study, we
used an automated dynamic thresholding approach based on the
local statistics of each image slice. The threshold for slice posi-
tion z along the cranial–caudal axis was defined as threshðzÞ ¼
μz þ nσz, where μz and σz were the mean and the standard
deviation, respectively, of the image values in the five slices cen-
tered on z, and nwas empirically chosen to be 3.75. Increasing n
leads to increasingly aggressive thresholding.

3 Methods

3.1 Clinical Data With Simulated Low-Dose Mask
Projections

An initial investigation was conducted using clinical scan data
with noise added to the mask projections to simulate a low-
dose mask acquisition. The increase in noise in a 2D DSA
that results from a low-dose mask may be estimated as follows.
For a log-subtracted 2D projection image sub ¼ lnðImaskÞ −
lnðIfillÞ, the noise variance is given by

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;243σ2sub ¼
σ2mask

I2mask

þ σ2fill
I2fill

; (7)

where Imask is the mean mask image signal proportional to
detected x-ray fluence, Ifill is the fill mean image signal, and
σ2mask and σ2fill are the variances in the mask and fill images. If
the mask and fill image are acquired with identical x-ray configu-
rations and equal patient dose, then the mask and fill images will
have matching means and variances in the background (nonves-
sel) regions, and Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;126σ2sub ¼
2σ2fill
I2fill

: (8)

However, if the mask is acquired at (1∕n’th) of the dose and sig-
nal level of the fill image, then, given the linear relationship

between mean image signal and noise variance prior to logged
subtraction, the variance in the log-subtracted image can be rep-
resented as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;719σ2sub ¼
σ2mask∕n

ðImask∕nÞ2
þ σ2fill

I2fill
; (9)

such that in background regions

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;663σ2sub ¼ ðnþ 1Þσ2fill∕I2fill: (10)

A comparison of Eqs. (8) and (4) shows that the 2D DSA noise
standard deviation σsub is increased by a factor of

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðnþ 1Þ∕2p
compared to the case of DSA performed with equal mask and fill
doses. That is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;592

σSubReducedDose
σSubFullDose

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðnþ 1Þ

2

r
: (11)

A 10%-dose mask acquisition (10%-mask) was simulated by
adding uncorrelated zero-mean Gaussian noise to the mask pro-
jections from a regular full-dose DSA acquisition. The DSA
acquisition was an existing scan of a patient with an arteriove-
nous malformation that had been previously treated with liquid
embolic agent (Onyx). All data were obtained under an institu-
tionally approved internal review board (IRB) protocol. Imaging
was performed on a Siemens AXIOM-Artis Zee system using a
5-s DSA scan with 133 projections over an angular range of
−98.5 deg to 99.5 deg. The scan was performed at 79.4 kVp
with a detector dose of 0.36 μG∕frame for mask and fill rota-
tions. The variance of the added noise was adjusted until the
ratio of the 2D DSA standard deviations in the 10%-mask
case versus the regular 100%-mask case was approximatelyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

11∕2
p

as given by Eq. (5). The variance determination was
made in a set of 2D ROIs in a representative image.

3.1.1 Filtration configurations and dose cases

In the WEP filter, the kernel widths associated with the 2D bilat-
eral filter are adjustable parameters. In this feasibility study, the
WEP filter was chosen by searching for the parameters ðσxy; σIÞ
that yielded the minimum RMSD between the ROIs of full-dose
2D DSA and WEP-filtered low-dose 2D DSA, at the positions
of vessel signal

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;273RMSD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPM;N

m¼1;n¼1 ½ðIFD − IWEPÞIVesselMask�2
M × N

;

s
(12)

where M and N are the dimensions of the image and IVesselMask

is a binarized mask generated by thresholding and region
growing morphological operations. The RMSD metric was
selected as the primary method of filter performance charac-
terization because the goal of this work is to reduce noise in
a subtracted projection when using a low-dose mask to that of a
full-dose subtracted projection. The spatial Gaussian width σxy
was varied from 1 pixel to 20 pixels wide, and the value
Gaussian width ranged linearly from 0.006% to 23.75% of
the maximum image intensity. After selection of the 2D
processing parameters based on minimization of the RMSD
metric, images were evaluated for four scanning and recon-
struction scenarios:
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A. full-dose mask, full-dose fill;
B. low-dose mask, full-dose fill;
C. WEP-filtered low-dose mask, full-dose fill, and 3D bilat-

eral filtering applied to 3D DSA;
D. WEP-filtered low-dose mask, full-dose fill.

These cases were used to demonstrate normal DSA (A), the
noise increase that results from lowering mask dose (B), and the
effect of the proposed filtering scheme (C). The last scenario
without the 3D bilateral filter (D) was used to demonstrate
the incremental benefit of the 3D bilateral filter in scenario C.

3.1.2 Performance evaluation

Each of the low-dose mask scenarios B–D was compared to the
full-dose scenario A in terms of noise and artifact level. Noise
ratios between each reconstruction scenario and the full-dose
case were used to determine the feasibility of restoring the
noise level for each scenario to that of the full-dose case. 2D
DSA standard deviation measurements were made on the pixels
in a series of ROIs of a single-time frame and then averaged. 3D
and 4D DSA standard deviation measurements were made with
a profile of voxels in single slices that were selected purely in
vessels. The measurements were made in multiple vessels and/or
slices totaling 10 volumes of interest (VOIs). The 4D DSA noise
measurements had to be restricted to vessel regions in a single
slice only since the background is effectively thresholded to zero
during the 4D reconstruction process. This technique was also
used for 3D DSA noise measurements because it was identical
to the technique required to make noise measurements in the 4D
DSAs. The same VOIs were used for both 3D and 4D DSAs
for all reconstruction scenarios. For the 3D and 4D noise mea-
surements, an image profile was created inside a vessel inside a
single slice. In the event that the signal intensity varied over the
profile line, a smoothing spline was fit to the intensity curve and
the noise standard deviation was calculated after subtraction of
the spline fit from the profile data. Signal intensity was normal-
ized by dividing the raw vessel signal by the smoothing spline
curve fit. The normalized signal intensity mean was used for
SNR computations.

At least three types of artifacts are possible, depending on the
data processing. First, failure to exclude the edges of dense
materials in the mask during 2D spatial filtration can lead to
subtraction artifacts in the 2D DSA, which in turn may propa-
gate to the 3D and 4D reconstructions. Second, if the noise level
in the 3D DSA is so high that aggressive thresholding must be
applied when forming the 3D constraining volume, then vessel
dropouts can occur in the 4D DSA time frames. Third, if the

threshold is set too low when forming the 3D constraining
volume, streaks may arise in the 4D DSA time frames because
the backprojected temporal information from a single gantry
angle is deposited on background noise. Each reconstruc-
tion was visually inspected for artifacts.

3.2 Phantom Study with Low-Dose Mask

After the simulated low-dose study, the technique was applied
experimentally using a phantom. The phantom consisted of a
bovine femur segment ∼14 cm in length and silicone tubing
of three different diameters. The bone was cleaned by hard boil-
ing it in a soapy water mixture for over an hour and subsequent
hand scrubbing. Three holes were drilled perpendicular to the
marrow cavity at three different distances along the length of
the cleaned bone segment to allow for the threading of three
different sized silicon tubes to simulate vascular structure.
The nominal tubing (vessel) sizes of 3-, 2-, 1.7-mm inner diam-
eter were chosen for their similarity in size to human intracranial
vasculature. The three tubes were connected serially and looped
through the bovine femur bone to simulate vessels entering and
exiting a human skull, thus crossing through dense bone.

For the initial phantom setup, the bone and vessels were
placed in a tub of water. The amount of water was tuned, so
the automatic exposure control would produce a constant kV
at both 0.08 μGy∕frame and 0.36 μGy∕frame detector doses,
across all projections, without requiring a tube current <10 mA.
Once the volume of water was identified (2.6 L), it was replaced
with the equivalent volume of agar to immobilize the bone and
vessels (Fig. 4). The agar mixture consisted of Fisher purified
agar (3% by weight) mixed with deionized water, with 1% by
weight liquid Germall Plus added as a preservative.

3.2.1 Scan configuration

Currently, the Artis Zee clinical protocols use matching scan
configurations for the mask and fill rotations in a DSA scan.
That is, for any given C-arm angle, the mask and fill projections
are acquired with the same kV and mAs∕frame. Therefore, to
simulate the low-dose-mask case, two rotational DSA scans
were performed, one each at high and low doses. By combining
the full-dose fill rotation with the low-dose mask rotation, a
reduced-dose mask run with a full-dose fill run was achieved.
With this method, it is important to ensure that any pair of mask
and fill projection images is acquired at the same kV. The most
practical solution was to adjust phantom geometry and system
settings, so a constant kV was selected throughout scanning.
Constant 70-kV scanning was observed with and without con-
trast-filled vessel for the following two protocols:

Fig. 4 (a) Bovine femur-based vascular phantom in agar (unsolidified) and (b) experimental setup.
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Full dose: 5-s DSA acquisition, 133 projections spaced by
1.5 deg, 0.36 μGy∕frame detector dose rate
and

Low dose: 5-s DSA acquisition, 133 projections spaced
by 1.5 deg, 0.08 μGy∕frame detector dose
rate.

The low-dose protocol was created by placing the machine
into service mode and editing the standard protocol to use the
lowest dose setting that the machine could achieve. Using the
low-dose setting provided a 1∕4.5 dose reduction (22.22% of
full dose) for the mask and a predicted factor of 1.66 increase
in 2D DSA noise standard deviation. Since the lower dose
acquisitions had to be registered with the full-dose acquisitions,
extreme care was taken to affix the phantom and tubing to
prevent motion. The standard dose for a 5-s DSA acquisition
on the Artis Zee scanner used is 0.36 μGy∕frame. The minimum
dose scan that the Artis Zee Scanner could obtain was
0.08 μGy∕frame with the system software version that was
installed (Artis VC14, Leonardo VB15). Therefore, the phantom
study used a 22%-dose mask rather than the simulated 10%-
dose acquisition.

Prior to imaging, the tubing was purged with water to remove
bubbles and simulate noncontrast enhanced blood vessels. A
manual contrast injection was performed in between mask and
fill runs of ∼50 mL of iohexol contrast media at a concentra-
tion of 150 mg∕mL (50% dilution of Omnipaque™ iohexol
300 mg∕mL). The phantom was purged again with 300 mL
of water in between the full-dose and low-dose acquisitions.

3.2.2 Performance evaluation

The 0.08 μGy∕frame mask series (low-dose mask) was com-
bined with the 0.36 μGy∕frame fill series (full-dose fill) and
processed with the image processing pipeline described in
Sec. 2, utilizing the same filter parameters as in the simulation
study of Sec. 3.1. Similar to the simulation study, noise analysis
was performed on the 2D/3D/4-D images and artifacts were
identified. Additionally, to determine whether vessel signal was
well-preserved in the 3D DSA after filtration, full width half
max (FWHM) of an example vessel was computed from image
profiles passing through vessels for the various reconstruction

cases. The image profiles were extracted from slices that showed
substantial plane vessel content.

It was observed that slight differences in the intensity scaling
between the low-dose and full-dose scans could lead to artifacts
in mask subtraction. Furthermore, these scaling differences
interfered with comparisons of noise between different imaging
scenarios. Therefore, two adjustments were made to the data
processing pipeline. First, an intensity calibration was per-
formed on the low-dose mask data, so a given material would
have the same gray value in both the low-dose mask and full-
dose fill projections acquired at a given angle. A linear fit of
the nonvessel overlapped pixels in the low-dose mask projec-
tions versus the nonvessel pixels in the full-dose fill projections
was calculated (y ¼ Mxþ b). The low-dose mask projections
were then scaled by M and offset by b. An example correction
is shown in Fig. 5.

Second, comparisons of noise level in scenarios A–D were
based on the measurements of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
rather than pixel standard deviation. The SNR was defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;326;543SNR2D ¼ meanðvesselÞ −meanðbackgroundÞ
σbackground

; (13)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;326;499SNR3D∕4D ¼
mean

� vessel

vesselsplinefit

�
stdðvessel − vesselsplinefitÞ : (14)

By utilizing SNR ratios instead of just noise standard devia-
tion ratios, we can normalize out any potential scaling
differences in signal between the different scan doses. For
3D and 4D volumes, only vessel regions were used.

4 Results

4.1 Clinical Data with Simulated Low-Dose Mask
Projections

To confirm that the 2D DSA noise standard deviation was
increased by approximately

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
11∕2

p
≅ 2.35 after adding noise

to the mask projections, noise measurements were made in
five ROIs using Eq. (13) [white squares in Fig. 6(a)]. The mea-
sured increases in standard deviation of the ROI’s relative to the

Fig. 5 (a) Unnormalized low-dose minus mask–full-dose fill and (b) normalized low-dose minus mask–
full-dose fill.
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full-dose case were 2.25, 2.12, 2.60, 2.86, and 2.83, with a mean
of 2.5, indicating that a reasonable approximation to a 10%-dose
mask was achieved.

4.1.1 Two-dimensional digital subtraction angiogram

When WEP filtering was applied to the simulated low-dose
mask data, 400 different candidate filtering parameters were
explored with the spatial Gaussian width σxy, varied linearly
from 1 to 20 pixels, and the value Gaussian width σI varied
linearly from 0.006% to 23.76% maximum image intensity.
Figure 7 shows a mesh plot of the RMSD value across the param-
eter space with the minimum point marked with the red dot.

Over this parameter space, the combination with σxy ¼
2 pixels and σI ¼ 21.26% of maximum possible image intensity
was found to minimize the RMSD between the WEP-filtered
image and the full-dose image.

The average measured ratio of low-dose WEP-filtered 2D
DSA noise to full-dose 2D DSA noise was 1.45. An ROI of an
optimally filtered WEP-filtered mask DSA image is shown in
Fig. 1(d).

4.1.2 Three-dimensional/four-dimensional digital subtrac-
tion angiograms

Maximum intensity projections (MIPs) of the initial 3D DSA
reconstruction using the optimally WEP-filtered low-dose
mask and full-dose fill are shown in Fig. 8. It is apparent that
a substantial amount of background noise that is on the same
gray scale as some smaller vascular structures exists in this vol-
ume. The noise in this 3D DSA is likely due to noise present in
the bone edge regions of the mask images, which is preserved by
the WEP filter and then subsequently distributed through the vol-
ume via filtered backprojection. If this background noise is
allowed to remain in the 3D constraining volume, it can cause
streaking artifacts in subsequent 4D DSA reconstructions. One
possible solution is to apply aggressive thresholding of the con-
straining volume, at the cost of losing smaller vascular structures
on the same gray scale level as the noise. In this study, we instead
applied a 3D bilateral filter to remove background noise while
minimizing the loss of vascular structures.

To choose the 3D bilateral filter parameters, we evaluated
a parameter space of 25 combinations, with a spatial Gaussian
σxyz, ranging from 1 to 5 voxels and the value Gaussian σI3D

Fig. 6 (a) 2D DSA from full-dose mask and full-dose fill, showing ROIs for noise ratio measurements,
(b) 2D DSA from simulated 10%-dose mask and full-dose fill, and (c) zoom of part B, showing noise level.

Fig. 7 Mesh plot of RMSD from full dose to the WEP-filtered low-dose over filter parameter space.
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ranging from 5% to 10% of maximum vessel intensity in the 3D
DSA. Difference volumes were generated by taking the 3D
volume and subtracting off a 3D bilateral-filtered version of
that same volume for each of the 25 possible 3D bilateral filter
parameter combinations. MIPs of the difference volumes were
plotted together in a grid and visually inspected to identify

residual vascular structures that are indicative of overly aggres-
sive filtering of edges. To facilitate visualization in this paper, a
subregion is defined in Fig. 9 and shown expanded in Fig. 10 for
each of the 25 possible filter parameter combinations. The 3D
bilateral filter parameters with σxyz ¼ 3 voxels and σI3D ¼
8.8% demonstrated strong noise suppression with minimal
residual vascular structures. When 3D bilateral filtering was
applied to the 3D DSA, this parameter combination was used.

Figure 11 shows MIPs of the 3D DSA under three condi-
tions: (a) full-dose mask, (b) 10%-dose mask without any filtra-
tion, and (c) 10%-dose mask with WEP filtering of mask images
ðσxy ¼ 2 pixels; σI ¼ 21.26%Þ plus 3D bilateral filtering of
the 3D volume ðσxyz ¼ 3 voxels; σI3D ¼ 8.7561%Þ. Figure 12
shows 4D DSA images under the same conditions. Without
filtration, the low-dose 3D DSA contained substantial back-
ground noise. This in turn forced the use of a very aggressive
threshold when creating the constraining volume for the 4D
DSA, leading to a loss of vessel information in the 4D DSA.

Table 1 shows noise ratio measurements from 3D DSA vol-
umes for reconstruction scenarios A–D. Table 2 shows the cor-
responding measurements from the 4D DSA volumes.
Reconstruction case identifiers in the tables indicate simulation
versus experiment (SIM versus EXP), the dimensionality of the

Fig. 8 MIPs of the 3D DSA reconstructed from a WEP-filtered low-dose mask and a full-dose fill, with
window/level selected to show background noise on the same level as some of the smaller vascular
structures.

Fig. 9 Subregion of MIP of the 3D volume generated with the WEP-
filtered 10%-dose mask.

Fig. 10 Grid of subregions of MIPs of difference volumes for various 3D bilateral filter parameter
combinations.
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data (3D, 4D), and a letter summarizing the mask data source
and reconstruction parameters (Sec. 3.1.1). For example, SIM-
3D-A corresponds to a 3D DSA of the simulated-dose reduc-
tion study with the case “A” processing pipeline (100% dose
mask used), and SIM-4D-D corresponds to a 4D DSA of the
simulated-dose reduction study with the case “D” processing
pipeline (10%-dose mask with WEP filtering applied). Each
noise standard deviation is presented relative to case A (full
dose), i.e., σ∕σA represents the average of the noise ratios mea-
sured from 10 VOIs in a particular reconstruction case relative to
the full-dose case. The relative noise for case SIM-3D-C (pro-
posed filtering procedure) was 0.856, indicating a close match
with slight improvement to the full-dose 3D DSA noise. With-
out any filtering, the relative noise was 2.144, and with WEP
filtering only (SIM-3D-D), the relative noise was 1.511. There-
fore, both WEP filtering and the 3D bilateral filter contributed to
the overall noise reduction in the case of SIM-3D-D. In the
4D DSA case, the relative noise was 0.849, indicating an
improved SNR over the processed low-dose and the full-dose
cases. Note that for the SIM-4D-B case, an accurate SNR meas-
urement was not possible due to the erosion of vessel signal
caused by thresholding operations.

Artifacts. Prior to the development of the WEP filter, 3D
reconstructions were performed using bilateral-filtered low-
dose mask projections. 3D reconstructions were performed to
see if the 2D edge artifacts would propagate to the 3D volume.
Figure 13 shows artifacts that occurred with bilateral filtering
versus WEP filtering of the mask images. The example uses
the same spatial Gaussian and value Gaussian parameters for

Fig. 11 3D DSA MIPs (sagittal from patient left) using: (a) 100%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, (b) unfil-
tered 10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, and (c) WEP-filtered 10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, 3D
bilateral filtered.

Fig. 12 4D DSA MIPs (sagittal from patient left) using: (a) 100%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, (b) unfil-
tered 10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill demonstrating thresholding artifacts, and (c) WEP-filtered
10%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, 3D bilateral filtered.

Table 1 Relative noise ratios in 3-D reconstructions from simulation
study.

Simulation
study 3D
reconstruction
case

100%
dose
mask

10%
dose
mask

WEP-
filtered

10% dose
mask

3D
bilateral
filter

applied Ratio σ∕σA

SIM-3D-A × 1

SIM-3D-B × 2.144� 0.099

SIM-3D-C × × 0.856� 0.042

SIM-3D-D × 1.511� 0.071

Table 2 Relative noise ratios in 4-D reconstructions from simulation
study.

Simulation
study 4D
reconstruction
case

100%
dose
mask

10%
dose
mask

WEP-
filtered

10% dose
mask

3D
bilateral
filter

applied Ratio σ∕σA

SIM-4D-A × 1

SIM-4D-B × N/A

SIM-4D-C × × 0.849� 0.005

SIM-4D-D × 1.493� 0.008
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each filter. Figure 13(a) shows a coronal slice of the mask vol-
ume for anatomical reference. Figure 13(b) shows the same slice
of the error volume formed by subtracting the low-dose 3D with
bilateral-filtered mask data from the full-dose 3D. Edges
of the patient’s frontal bone, orbits, and nasal bones are visible
in the error image. These artifacts may be the result of gradient
reversal effects in the bilateral filter.8–10 Figure 13(c) shows the
error image formed by subtracting the 3D using WEP-filtered
mask data from the full-dose 3D. In comparison, the edge arti-
facts are suppressed.

Figure 14 shows MIPs of the 3D error volume formed by
subtracting the low-dose 3D DSA volume created using the
bilateral-filtered mask data from the full-dose 3D DSA volume.
The error volume reflects 2D subtraction artifacts that propagate
to the 3D DSA when only 2D bilateral filtering is used and
would cause subsequent 4D DSA reconstruction artifacts. In
this case, the edge artifacts are caused by a bolus of onyx
and a twisted pair wire attached to a temperature probe inside a
ventilator tube. Figure 15 shows edge artifact suppression in MIP

images of the 3D error volume when WEP filtering is used (3D
full-dose minus 3D low-dose with WEP-filtered mask data).

In the 4D reconstructions, there is potential for two threshold
related artifacts. The first is vessel dropout artifacts that can
occur if thresholding of the 3D DSA is too aggressive. The sec-
ond is streaking artifacts that can occur if the background noise
is not thresholded away. As seen previously in Fig. 11(b), the
low-dose unfiltered 3D DSA has high-background noise, and
consequently Fig. 12(b) shows that the low-dose unfiltered
4D DSA has dropout artifacts due to thresholding. If the thresh-
old is set too low when forming the 3D constraining volume,
streaks can appear in the 4D DSA time frames because the back-
projected temporal information from a single gantry angle is
deposited on background noise (Fig. 16).

4.2 Phantom Study with Low-Dose Mask

The lowest available machine dose setting on the Siemens Artis
Zee was 0.08 μGy∕frame. The reduction from 0.36 μGy∕frame

Fig. 13 (a) Full-dose mask volume showing anatomy, (b) 3D full-dose minus 3D low-dose bilateral-fil-
tered mask, and (c) 3D full-dose minus 3D low-dose WEP-filtered mask. (b) and (c) Windowed/leveled to
show bone edges.

Fig. 14 MIPs of 3D DSA error volume: 3D full-dose minus 3D low-dose bilateral-filtered mask.

Fig. 15 MIPs of 3D DSA error volume: 3D full-dose minus 3D low-dose WEP-filtered mask.
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(full dose) to 0.08 μGy∕frame (low dose) corresponds to a dose
reduction factor of n ¼ 4.5, yielding a ratio of SNR’s (low dose
to full dose) from Eq. (11)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;sec4.2;63;328

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nþ 1

2

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0.36
0.08

þ 1

2

s
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4.5þ 1

2

r
¼ 1.66:

SNR in the 2D DSAs was estimated for reconstruction case
types A and B using Eq. (13). The average SNR ratio in the
2D DSAs for the reconstruction types A and B was found to
be: SNRUnfiltLD

SNRFD
¼ 1.77, indicating good correlation to the theoreti-

cal noise ratio of 1.66.

4.2.1 Two-dimensional digital subtraction angiogram

Figure 17 shows an image profile measured from a 2D DSA.
The signal was estimated using average over the vessel region,
and the noise floor was measured in nonvessel regions for the
purposes of 2D SNR calculations. The ratio of 2D DSA SNRs
for the WEP-filtered low-dose mask versus the full-dose case
was found to be: SNRWEPFiltLD

SNRFD
¼ 0.87. Thus, SNR was recovered

and slightly improved relative to the full-dose case. The slight
improvement indicates that a less aggressive 2D WEP filter
could potentially have been used.

Fig. 16 WEP-filtered low-dose mask 4D DSA reconstruction (late temporal frame), using an insufficiently
thresholded 3D.

Fig. 17 Image profile with background and vessel signal used to measure 2D DSA SNR.

Fig. 18 MIPs of (a) the full-dose 3D DSA, (b) full-dose 4D DSA, and (c) full-dose 3D fill.
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4.2.2 Three-Dimensional/Four-Dimensional Digital
Subtraction Angiograms

Figure 18 shows an MIP of the 3D, 4D DSAs and a 3D of the
full-dose fill (anatomical reference) for the phantom. Figure 19
shows ROIs of MIPs of the experimental 3D DSA under three
conditions, for (a) full-dose mask, (b) 22.2%-dose mask without
any filtration, and (c) 22.2%-dose mask with WEP filtering of
mask images ðσxy ¼ 2 pixels; σI ¼ 21.26%Þ plus 3D bilateral
filtering of the 3D volume ðσxyz ¼ 3 voxels; σI 0 ¼ 8.7561%Þ.
The yellow arrows in Fig. 19 show regions where there is
poor vessel SNR in the unfiltered low-dose case B, which is
improved in case C (WEP and 3D bilateral filter). Figure 20
shows ROIs of the 4D DSA under the same conditions.
Without filtration, the low-dose 3D DSA contained substantial
background noise, similar to the simulated case. Using the same
4D thresholding in cases A and B resulted in a loss of vessel
information in the 4D DSA. The same poor SNR regions in
the 4D are shown in Fig. 20, where vessel dropout due to thresh-
olding appears in case B and is subsequently restored in case C.
Note that the narrowing at the rightmost arrow in each image is
caused by a coupler between two different size tubes and is not
an artifact.

Tables 3 and 4 show noise measurements for the 3D and 4D
DSA reconstructions produced in the phantom study.

The relative noise for the proposed filtering scheme (EXP-
3D-C) was equal to 1.008, indicating a similar SNR to the
full-dose 3D DSA. In the 2D DSA case, the average ratio was
0.797, indicating a slight improvement in SNR in relative to the
3D case and an improvement in SNR over the full-dose 4D case.
The ratios from both the EXP-3D-C & EXP-3D-D cases suggest
that in the experimental case, some 3D bilateral filtering is
required. The EXP-4D-D case (4D from EXP-3D-D) also
seems to indicate that some level of 3D filtering is needed to
return the SNR ratio to 1.

Figure 21 shows 2D DSA subtraction artifacts that can arise
when different styles of mask filtration are applied to the phan-
tom projection data. Results were similar to those found with the
clinical data set (Fig. 1). Low-pass filtration of the mask created
subtraction artifacts at the edges of features present in both the
mask and fill (in this case, a bone edge) (c). This artifact was
also present using a standard bilateral filter on the mask (d);
however, WEP filtering suppressed this artifact (e). Increased
noise is also visible at the edge position in the WEP case.

To evaluate the impact of the additional 3D bilateral filtering
that was performed, an image profile was extracted from a slice
of the 3D volume containing in-plane vessel signal (Fig. 22).
The FWHM of the vessel profile was measured after applying

Fig. 19 ROI in 3D DSA MIPs (sagittal from patient left) using: (a) 100%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill,
(b) unfiltered 22.2%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, and (c) WEP-filtered 22.2%-dose mask and 100%-
dose fill, 3D bilateral filtered.

Fig. 20 ROI in 4D DSA MIPs at frame 133 (sagittal from patient left) using: (a) 100%-dose mask and
100%-dose fill, (b) unfiltered 22.2%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill showing thresholding artifacts, and
(c) WEP-filtered 22.2%-dose mask and 100%-dose fill, 3D bilateral filtered.

Table 3 Relative noise in experimental 3-D DSA images.

Experimental
study 3D
reconstruction
case

100%
dose
mask

10%
dose
mask

WEP-
filtered

10% dose
mask

3D
bilateral
filter

applied
Ratio

SNRA∕SNR

EXP-3D-A × 1

EXP-3D-B × 1.710� 0.090

EXP-3D-C × × 1.008� 0.039

EXP-3D-D × 1.144� 0.055

Table 4 Relative noise in experimental 4D DSA images.

Experimental
study 4D
reconstruction
case

100%
dose
mask

10%
dose
mask

WEP-
filtered
10%
dose
mask

3D
bilateral
filter

applied
Ratio

SNRA∕SNR

EXP-4D-A × 1

EXP-4D-B × 2.296� 0.009

EXP-4D-C × × 0.797� 0.003

EXP-4D-D × 1.182� 0.005
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linear interpolation with an increase in sampling of the profile by
a factor of 20. The maximum in the FWHM calculation was
obtained from the middle 1∕3 of vessel region above half max.
For the four 3D reconstruction cases considered (Sec. 3.1.1), the
FWHM ranged from 2.257 to 2.281 mm with a standard
deviation of 0.026.

5 Conclusions
This work investigates the feasibility of reconstructing 2D/3D/
4D-DSAs from low-dose mask projections and regular-dose fill
projections. A 2D filter for the mask images is proposed to
reduce noise while ensuring that bony edges will be properly
removed in the 2D subtraction images. The use of a 2D WEP
filter is a feasible approach to improving the SNR in 2D and

3D DSA. When combined with 3D bilateral filtering of the
reconstructed 3D volume, the method reduced the noise level
compared to the unfiltered low-dose 3D/4D-DSA and reduced
artifacts seen in low-dose 4D DSA. SNR recovery was demon-
strated both in simulation and in a phantom study on a clinical
scanner. Clinically, this approach may enable radiation-dose
reduction to the patient. These results should be confirmed in
additional prospective studies of image quality and dose
measurements.

With a 1∕10th dose mask, the total dose could be reduced to
55% of the conventional full-dose protocol. Current scanners do
not allow for different dose levels to be specified for mask versus
fill acquisitions. Additional issues relating to automatic expo-
sure control may occur when utilizing asymmetric dose settings

Fig. 21 ROIs of a 2D DSA of vascular phantom—arrows indicate regions where blurring of bone/dense
material edges in the mask can cause residual edges in the subtraction image (contrast/brightness
adjusted for edge artifact illustration). (a) Full 2D DSA with ROI marked as white box, (b) 0.36 μG∕f
mask and 0.36 μG∕f fill projection, (c) Low-pass filtered 0.08 μG∕f mask and 0.36 μG∕f fill projection,
(d) bilateral-filtered 0.08 μG∕f mask and 0.36 μG∕f fill projection, and (E ) WEP-filtered 0.08 μG∕f
mask and 0.36 μG∕f fill with suppressed edge artifacts.

Fig. 22 Slice containing in-plane vessel, showing profile line (red, blue, magenta, black) used for vessel
width measurement. Red FDM (full-dose mask) is scenario A, LDM (low-dose mask) is scenario B,
WFLDM-3DBF (WEP filtered 2D, 3D bilateral filtered) is scenario C, and WFLDM (WEP-filtered low-
dose mask) is scenario D.
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on a low-dose mask/full-dose fill DSA acquisition. Future stud-
ies would be facilitated by scan protocols designed for reduced-
dose mask acquisition.
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